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caught up in the distinctions of duality. It is pure because
it is untainted by any worldly considerations; and because
it is pure, it is unlimited and free. It is an overflow from
inward completeness. It is infinite and it nows in measure-
less abundance towards all who open themselves to it.
Because of his perfect Love, Meher Baba becomes all-in-
all to his devotees. It has been said of Jesus of Nazareth that
he was One "Whom but to know is io adore3'. That is also
true of the Beloved Master. There is hardly a soul, who
does not love the manifestation of Perfection when he sees
it. And loving the Beloved Master is an intense experience.
It is not like other fleeting passions that last only for a short
time. It grips the entire personality of the devotee and
consumes all the dross therein.  In the intensity of that
love, the ego^ like a piece of camphor which is aflame, be-
comes thinner and thinner until if completely vanishes.
And this intense love of the devotee is sustained by the
Beloved Master himself who makes him the recipient of his
•ever-renewing and inexhaustible Love Divine.
It is a unique experience to be in the midst of Meher
Baba's disciples. Their great delight is to share their spiritual
experiences with one another.  They are never tired of
speaking about hint  Like the n^enzory of the morning
•sun, he dwells in their hearts. So, when they meet one
another, their thoughts naturally turn to him.. And in
many a verse they pour forth their devotion to him.
Some disciples, on whom the Beloved Master's Grace
•descends, find great happiness in meditating on him.*
* On many problems concerning meditation, a flood of light
•will be thrown by the following Questions and Answers, constitutm""
sl very instructive discussion, which I was privileged to have with
Meher Baba at Porto Fmo Mare (Italy) :—
Q.    In meditation, it is necessary to control the mind; and this
requires the use of force.  However, the mind cannot be
expected to find out the Truth unless it functions freely. How
then can we justify meditation?

